
Abstract

Objective: To investigate the variability in the establishment of the midaxillary line as external reference point
(ERP), by different healthcare workers, for the measurement of central venous pressure in children.

Methods: Descriptive and correlational study carried out in a pediatric intensive care unit of a teaching hospital.
During the establishment of the midaxillary line as ERP for central venous pressure measurement, five assessments
of the same patient made by healthcare workers and one assessment made by a trained evaluator were compared.
A total of 120 assessments were made by 44 healthcare workers, 17 (38.6%) by nursing assistants and nursing
technicians, 16 (36.3%) by nurses and 11 (25.1%) by physicians, in addition to 24 assessments made by the trained
evaluator. The data were analyzed using the chi-square test, ANOVA, Kruskal-Wallis test and t test. Significance level
was set at 5%.

Results: There was statistically significant difference between the assessments made by healthcare workers
and by the evaluator (p < 0.001). The comparison of the variability in the measurements made by healthcare workers
revealed that 56 (46.7%) measurements were lower than those obtained by the evaluator (range from -0.5 to -9),
44 (36.7%) were higher (range from 0.5 to 4) and 20 (16.7%) were concordant (zero variability). Professional
category did not influence the concordance between the ERPs (p = 0.899), or the variability observed (p = 0.778).
However, the measurements made by professionals with greater experience in intensive care tended to differ more
sharply from those made by the evaluators.

Conclusion: The indications of the midaxillary line as ERP presented variations when measured by the
healthcare team and by the trained evaluator. Variability was not influenced by professional category, and the more
experienced the healthcare worker, the greater the probability for underestimation of the ERP. According to the
results of this study, such situations may compromise both the efficacy of this procedure and patient safety.
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Introduction

In pediatric intensive care units (PICU), monitoring of

cardiac function and hemodynamic status is a crucial

activity, since it allows maintaining adequate tissue

perfusion and assessing the efficacy of treatment in

restoring the vital functions of critically ill children.1,2

During cardiovascular failure, central venous

catheterization allows the assessment of the patient�s

clinical conditions by monitoring the different pressures in

the circulatory system, such as the mean right atrial

pressure or central venous pressure (CVP), which

corresponds to the end-diastolic pressure or right

ventricular filling pressure, in the absence of tricuspid

valve stenosis. It provides important clinical information

to the establishment of goal-oriented treatment, with

minimum risks,3-7 being often used to help determine

drug interventions and fluid replacement.8-11

The pressure can be measured intermittently by means

of a water column, not requiring any devices or equipment,

or continually, by the use of a microprocessor-based

pressure transducer.12 Normal mean right atrial pressure
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levels range from 0 and 6 mmHg (mean of 3 mmHg) in

children, but these levels change considerably according

to breathing patterns. When CVP is measured using the

water column method, the values obtained in centimeters

of water (cmH2O), are assessed by using the ratio of 1

mmHg to 1.36 cmH2O as a conversion parameter.4

The accurate measurement of CVP basically depends

on three factors: placement of the patient in a neutral

supine position, proper insertion and permeability of the

central venous catheter tip, and selection of an external

reference point (ERP) to determine the equivalence with

atmospheric pressure (zero level).13

A study about the effect of elevated supine position on

the CVP of children submitted to heart surgery showed

that pressure levels do not vary in horizontal (0º) and

elevated (30°) supine positioning.14 With regard to the

position of the central venous catheter tip, Hayashi et al.10

noted that the catheter tip should be located between the

third (T3) and fifth (T5) thoracic vertebrae, which

anatomically correspond to the position of the superior

vena cava, so that reliable CVP readings can be obtained

in children.

Furthermore, the water column or the electronic

transducer should be positioned at the same height as the

zero point, i.e., the equivalence between hydrostatic

pressure of the venous system and atmospheric pressure.15

Despite the fact that few studies have investigated zero

point in humans, the right atrium is used for this purpose,

as ERP.5,16 The correct determination and constant use of

the same ERP are crucial so that accurate CVP

measurements can be obtained.4

Several methods have been described in the literature

for determination of the ERP, and midaxillary line (MAL) is

one of the ERPs most widely used in clinical practice,17

although some authors have argued that it has a better

accuracy when used as an indicator of the phlebostatic

level, described in 1945 by Winsor & Burch.18,19 Another

important aspect that should be considered is the lack of

uniformity for the selection of ERP and the criteria for its

determination.17,20,21 Thus, the aim of the present study

was to investigate the variability in the determination of

the MAL, by different healthcare workers, as ERP for CVP

measurement in children.

Methods

Descriptive and correlational study carried out at a

PICU of a teaching hospital, level IA, according to the

Critical Care Society.22 The data were collected between

August and November 2004 after the study was approved

by the local Research Ethics Committee, protocol 0309/04.

A convenience sample of 44 healthcare workers was

gathered. The healthcare workers were directly involved

in intensive care, and agreed to participate in the study,

accepting the terms described in the consent form. Of

these healthcare workers, 17 (38.6%) were nursing

technicians and nursing assistants, 16 (36.3%) were

nurses and 11 (25.1%) were physicians.

The following variables were used to describe the

healthcare team: professional category, age, length of

time since graduation, and amount of experience in

intensive care.

The MAL as ERP was determined in 13 children admitted

to the PICU during the data collection period. All of these

children met the inclusion criteria.

Inclusion of the children was based on their capacity to

tolerate changes in positioning, absence of anatomical

thoracic cage abnormalities and presence of clinical

condition at the time of data collection, in such a way that

the study would not interfere with the care provided. All

children were placed in the supine position at 30°, and

their ages and weight were recorded. The elevated supine

position was precisely determined using a device developed

by Pedreira et al.23 The device consists of three rulers, two

of which are perpendicular and distally attached to one

another, whereas one of them is movable, allowing for the

accurate determination of the headboard angle.

A numerical scale for CVP measurement by the water

column method was used. The water column was fixed

onto the vertical pole, located at the bedside, from which

the saline bottle was suspended. The healthcare worker

was instructed about the study objectives and then asked

to determine the MAL in the patient, indicating it on the

numerical scale as ERP. This reference was made using a

ruler with a bubble level, for CVP measurement, which is

of regular use in healthcare centers.

An evaluator determined the MAL in the same patient

by using a metric tape and a ruler, placed on the

midpoint between the anterior and posterior axillary

folds. The evaluator then checked the MAL values

against the numerical scale. The values were recorded

in a data collection tool. Before data collection, two

professionals were trained and asked to follow strictly

the method for determination of ERP using the selected

measurement tools.

The same patient was submitted to six MAL

measurements so that their variability could be assessed.

In every five healthcare workers, one evaluator determined

the ERP, as described. Of 13 children, seven participated

more than once in the study, but the measurements were

always made by different professionals. Thus, there were

24 groups with five measurements made by healthcare

workers and one with measurements made by an evaluator.

The results for the categorical variables are expressed

as absolute and relative frequencies. Numerical variables

are expressed as mean and standard deviation. The chi-
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Professional category Variability in measurements (discrepancy between healthcare worker and researcher)

Mean SD Q1 Q2 Q3 Minimum Maximum n
(1st quartile) (median)  (3rd quartile)

Physicians -0.96 2.17 -3 -0.4 1 -5 2 18

Nurses -0.62 2.42 -2 0.0 1 -9 4 37

Nursing assistants -1.03 2.66 -3 0.0 1 -8 3 65

Measured by Measurement (cm H2O)

Mean SD Minimum Maximum

Healthcare workers 22.2 5.8 8 34

Evaluators 23.1 6.5 10 32

Variability -0.89 2.51 -9 4

Table 1 - Variability in the establishment of the midaxillary line
as external reference point for central venous pressure
measurements between healthcare workers and
evaluators

SD = standard deviation.
Paired t test: p < 0.001.

Table 2 - Variability in the establishment of the midaxillary line as external reference point for central venous pressure
measurements between healthcare workers and evaluators according to professional category

SD = standard deviation.
Kruskal-Wallis test: p = 0.778.

square test was used to determine the association between

categorical variables, and the ANOVA and the Kruskal-

Wallis test were used for a comparative analysis. The

paired t test was used for the mean variation in each group

studied. Statistical significance was established at 5%.

Results

A total of 144 descriptions of MAL as ERP were

obtained, 120 of which were identified by healthcare

workers, whereas 24 were made by the two evaluators.

The ages of the 13 children who participated in the

study averaged 4.6 years (minimum of 7 months and

maximum of 11.2 years) and their weights ranged from

5.8 to 41 kg (mean of 17.2 kg).

Among the 120 determinations of MAL as ERP made by

the healthcare workers, 56 (46.7%) were lower than

those calculated by the evaluator (range from �0.5 to -9),

of which 23 (41.1%) were 1 to 2 cm lower, 20 (16.7%)

were concordant (range = 0) and 44 (36.7%) were higher

(range from 0.5 to 4), whereas 42 (95.4%) were 1 to 2 cm

higher than the measurements obtained by the evaluator.

Thirty-five (29.1%) MAL measurements showed a

difference greater than 2 cm (adjusted upward or

downward).

As shown in Table 1, there was a statistically significant

difference between the measurements made by the

healthcare workers and by the evaluators (p < 0.001). The

difference between the measurements corresponded to �

0.89 (±2.51), indicating that the measurements made by

healthcare workers were, on average, significantly lower

than those obtained by the evaluators.

Of the 44 healthcare workers, 17 (38.6%) were nursing

assistants and nursing technicians, and performed 65 MAL

measurements; 16 (36.3%) were nurses, who carried out

37 measurements, and 11 (25.1%) were physicians, who

performed 18 measurements.

As shown in Table 2, there was no statistically significant

difference (p = 0.778) regarding the variability in MAL

measurements according to professional category.

The influence of professional category on the

concordance between measurements was further

investigated, but no statistically significant difference was

observed (p = 0.899), as shown in Table 3.

With regard to working experience, mean length of

time since graduation was 6.2 (±7.1) years, and the

amount of experience in intensive care averaged 3.5

(±4.9) years. There was statistically significant negative

correlation between experience in intensive care and the

variation in the measurements (r = -0.26, p = 0.005),

showing that, the greater the working experience, the

larger the negative discrepancy from the measurements

made by the evaluator.

Discussion

The accuracy of CVP measurements is directly related

to the correct determination of an ERP that represents the

right atrium. The literature has described great variability

Central venous pressure monitoring in children � Belela ASC et al.
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Professional category Concordance Total

Agree Disagree

Nursing assistants and technicians 55 (84.6%) 10 (15.4%) 65 (100.0%)

Nurses 30 (81.1%) 7 (18.9%) 37 (100.0%)

Physicians 15 (83.3%) 3 (16.7%) 18 (100.0%)

Table 3 - Concordance for determination of the MAL as ERP for CVP measurement, according
to professional category and evaluators

CVP = central venous pressure; ERP = external reference point; MAL = midaxillary line.
Chi-square test: p = 0.899.

in the selection and determination of an ERP. Several

points are available for this measurement, but the MAL is

one of the most widely used ones.17

Given that CVP measurements obtained from different

ERPs cannot be compared, the aim of this study was to

assess the variability in the indication of the MAL, performed

by different healthcare workers.

There was a variation of up to 9 cm in the determination

of ERP in a child, suggesting that, even when the same

right atrium reference point is used, comparison between

CVP measurements is not reliable, due to the failure to

correctly determine the MAL, use of different methods for

the determination of this site, or positioning of rulers.

Therefore, this points out situations that interfere with the

efficacy of the procedure, with possible compromise of

medical treatment.

No agreement exists in the literature about an

acceptable variation in hemodynamic pressure

measurement errors, which should then be established

by an institutional protocol. In clinical practice, a variation

of up to 2 cm (adjusted upward or downward) is

acceptable for CVP measurements. However, of 120

measurements made by healthcare workers, 29.1%

were greater than 2 cm in relation to the MAL

measurements made by the evaluator, showing the

necessity for educational intervention to indicate the

correct location of the MAL, or the development of

technological devices that can help healthcare workers

perform more accurate measurements.

A small variation of 1 to 2 cm H2O in CVP measurements

in children can bring about remarkable changes in clinical

management. Thus, the variability shown in Table 1

indicates possible situations that can affect patient safety,

such as inefficient fluid administration, incorrect titration

of vasoactive drugs, and the amount of fluids infused. A

study on this issue revealed that the variability in the

selection of ERP could result in differences of up to 6

mmHg in CVP measurements in some patients, which

would change nursing care and medical treatment.17

There is some statistically significant difference between

the measurements made by healthcare workers and those

made by the evaluators. This may be related to the fact

that the evaluators were trained to take anatomical

criteria into account when determining the ERP (midpoint

between the anterior and posterior axillary folds measured

with a metric tape), whereas healthcare workers determined

the MAL by only observing the anatomical region, based on

their experience and clinical practice.

Drake20 conducted a similar study, using two methods,

in order to assess the variability in the determination of

ERP between ICU nurses. In the first method, the healthcare

worker determined the ERP by using his/her clinical

experience, describing the method for its determination.

In the second method, the nurse used the criteria

established by the researcher. There was variability in the

determination of ERP regardless of the method used, due

to the subjective determination of this point.

No statistically significant difference was found

regarding the variability in measurements based on

professional category, nor concordance between

professional category and the measurements obtained by

the evaluators. Nevertheless, when we separately analyzed

professional category, according to the amount of

experience in PICU, and then compared it to the

measurements obtained by the evaluators, we noted that

the measurements made by nursing assistants and nursing

technicians with greater experience in PICU varied more

remarkably, with statistically significant difference. These

findings are different from those obtained by Drake,20

who perceived a tendency towards smaller variability in

Central venous pressure monitoring in children � Belela ASC et al.
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the measurements made by healthcare workers with

greater experience; that author, though, studied only

healthcare workers who had a college degree.

For Courtois,24 the variability in the selection and

determination of ERP is related to the lack of information

of healthcare workers about the effect of hydrostatic

pressure on the measurements obtained, based on fluid-

filled systems. Therefore, sometimes the importance of

correct positioning of the transducer or of the identification

of the zero point on the water column is overlooked.

Moreover, it is important that the determination of

ERP and positioning of the pressure transducer or water

column be quickly and easily implemented,24 highlighting

the necessity for standard and specific criteria for the

determination of the selected ERP, so that it can be

easily and consistently located. Thus, the authors

highlight that continuing educational programs in PICU

should include this topic, which, albeit simple, considering

the numerous technological resources used in the care

of severely ill children, can contribute to patient safety

by providing a rel iable comparison between

measurements. This allows a more effective assessment

of the clinical status of patients, resulting in more

appropriate treatment and care.

To provide more accuracy in the determination of an

ERP for CVP measurements in children, Belela et al.25

developed a device that helps nurses to determine the

phlebostatic level, allowing comparative studies between

CVP measurements in children. The device consists of a

base positioned on the posterior surface of the patient�s

chest, attached to a ruler with markings, forming a 90-

degree angle. A movable board is adapted to this ruler,

which, when leaning against the anterior surface of the

chest, provides the anteroposterior measurement of the

rib cage. The midpoint of this measurement, at the fourth

intercostal space, determines the phlebostatic level.25 A

limitation of this study was the necessity to use a larger

sample of healthcare workers and to corroborate the

concordance between the measurements made by the

trained evaluators, indicating whether the use of rulers

can or cannot provide greater reliability in the determination

of the MAL. Even though it is not within the goals of this

study, demonstrating a relationship between age, weight,

chest circumference and variability of CVP measurements

would allow a more accurate assessment of the clinical

importance of such variability, and other technological

resources could be used, such as magnetic transthoracic

bioimpedance.

Since it is the duty of nurses to reference, zero,

measure, and record CVP measurements,6 and once the

tendency of the obtained values is more important than

the isolated measurement, all healthcare workers must

use the same ERP and the same criteria to determine it,

such that the comparison between measurements can

be accurate and reliable, resulting in efficient

treatment.20,26

The results of this study allow us to conclude that the

determination of ERP for CVP measurement varied

considerably, when we compared the measurements

made by healthcare workers and trained evaluators.

Professional category did not influence the variability in

measurements, despite the fact that the measurements

made by healthcare workers with larger experience in

PICU tended to vary more remarkably.
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